Domestic violence: the shaken adult syndrome
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Abstract
A case of domestic violence is reported. The patient presented with the triad of injuries associated with the shaking of infants: retinal haemorrhages, subdural haematoma, and patterned bruising; this has been described as the shaken adult syndrome. This case report reflects the difficulties in diagnosing domestic violence in the accident and emergency setting.
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Domestic violence is an under-reported and major public health problem that often first presents to the accident and emergency (A&E) department. It accounts for half of all violent crimes against women, and two deaths per week have been linked to domestic violence in Britain.1 Indeed, the Department of Health has issued statements to ensure health professionals are aware of domestic violence in this context when patients present with consistent traumatic injuries.2

The following case report reflects the difficulties in diagnosing domestic violence in the A&E setting, and stresses the timely referral of such patients to the relevant authorities.

Case report
A 34 year old woman was brought to the A&E department by ambulance at 0400 hours with head injuries. When handed over from the ambulance crew an assault was queried, although the patient later stated she had fallen down stairs after moderate alcohol ingestion. Her initial blood pressure was 119/72 mm Hg, pulse 88 beats/min, her pupils were equal and reactive directly and consensually, and her Glasgow coma score was 13/15 (she was confused and was opening her eyes to command). Examination of the head showed bilateral periorbital ecchymoses, nasal bridge swelling and epistaxis, a right frontal abrasion, and an occipital scalp haematoma. Ecchymoses were also noted on her back and buttocks, being linear in fashion on both upper arms, and her underpants were torn. Initial skull and facial x ray films were normal, and she was admitted under the care of A&E for neurological observations.

Over the next 24 hours, her Glasgow coma score improved to 15/15, but she had vomited five times and complained that her vision remained blurred. Visual acuity was only hand movements in the right eye and finger counting in the left. Ophthalmological review confirmed both retinal and preretinal haemorrhages in the right eye and a retinal haemorrhage on the left. Both maculae were affected by the haemorrhage (fig 1). Haematological investigations, including a full blood count and a clotting screen, were within normal parameters, and computed tomography of the head revealed a small left temporal subdural haemorrhage with adjacent oedema.

It was only after 48 hours and repeated advice that she should seek help and report the injuries to the police, that she admitted that domestic violence had occurred.

Ongoing police and consultant medical review showed photographic evidence of patterned bruising to the upper arms, and also several circular burns to the face and arm, similar to the type caused by the deliberate

Figure 1 Photographs showing (A) retinal haemorrhage in the right eye and (B) retinal and preretinal haemorrhages in the left eye.
Airbag associated fatal head injury: case report and review of the literature on airbag injuries

K Cunningham, T D Brown, E Gradwell, P A Nee

Abstract
Airbags have been shown to significantly reduce mortality and morbidity in motor vehicle crashes. However, the airbag, like the seat belt, produces its own range of injuries. With the increasing use of airbags in the UK, airbag associated injuries will be seen more often. These are usually minor, but in certain circumstances severe and fatal injuries result. Such injuries have been described before in the medical literature, but hitherto most reports have been from North America. This is the first case report from the UK of serious injury due to airbag deployment and describes the case of a driver who was fatally injured when her airbag deployed in a moderate impact frontal collision where such severe injury would not normally have been anticipated. The range of airbag associated injuries is described and predisposing factors such as lack of seat belt usage, short stature, and proximity to airbag housing are discussed. The particular dangers airbags pose to children are also discussed.
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The introduction of airbags has led to a significant reduction in morbidity and mortality from road traffic accidents. However, the airbag like the seat belt produces its own range of...
injuries. In the case of the airbag this ranges from relatively minor injuries, such as abrasions and superficial burns to unexpected fatalities. Case reports of such fatalities have appeared in the North American literature since 1993, but hitherto none have been reported from the UK.

Case report
A 47 year old woman driving a 1997 registered Rover 414 at an estimated 19 mph was involved in a head-on collision with a 13 year old Opel Ascona driven at approximately 27 mph. There was structural damage to the front end and bonnet of the Rover but no substantial intrusion into the passenger compartment and the windscreens remained intact. The driver of the Rover had been wearing her seat belt and her airbag was deployed. She appeared to be unconscious in the vehicle and the emergency services were activated by a passer-by. The driver of the Opel was a 21 year old male. His vehicle was not equipped with an airbag, but he had been wearing his seat belt. He was uninjured apart from a cut lip and was ambulant at scene. A paramedic crew arrived approximately 10 minutes after the crash. The patient was unresponsive during extrication and a Glasgow coma score of 3 was recorded at scene (no eye opening, no motor response to painful stimuli, and no vocalisation). She was noted to have Cheyne-Stokes respirations and a palpable radial pulse. She was intubated and intravenous access was established. During transport to hospital the patient became asystolic and advanced cardiac life support was initiated according to standard protocols.

On arrival in the emergency department there were no signs of life and asystole was apparent on the monitor. Bruising to the abdomen and sternal area, and bleeding from both ears was noted. Resuscitation was continued according to protocol for a further five minutes without success and the patient was declared dead.

A postmortem examination was carried out the next day. There was horizontal bruising of the lower abdomen, abrasions of the left anterior iliac region, and bruising from the central sternum to the left iliac region, all consistent with a seat belt mark. In addition there was an 8 cm diameter bruise in the middle of the sternal region. There was blood in both external ear canals and bruising of the nasal bridge. No other major facial injuries were noted. On internal examination there was a fracture of the sternum at the junction of manubrium and body, and fractures of the fourth to seventh left ribs laterally. In the skull there was a large ring fracture beginning just behind the pituitary fossa and extending through the right temporal bone posteriorly to the midline 8 cm behind the foramen magnum and anteriorly through the roof of the left temporal bone to the origin. The anterior and middle cranial fossae on both sides were freely mobile around this fracture. The brain showed diffuse swelling with blood in the subarachnoid space and at the base of the brain. The spinal column and nerve cord were normal. The immediate cause of death was deemed to have been a severe head injury.

The subject of this report was a middle aged woman of stout build, height 5’7”, weight 92 kg. Crash investigators have postulated that the unexpectedly severe injuries sustained were caused by her sitting too far forward when the airbag was deployed. As a result, the bag expanded suddenly into her chest and up towards the face, rather than the body impacting with the fully expanded bag as intended by design. This lead to sudden forced hyperextension of the head and neck resulting in the base of skull ring fracture as described.

Discussion

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF AIRBAGS
An airbag is a deflated balloon contained in the steering wheel or dashboard, which inflates rapidly on crash impact to cushion the occupant from injury within the car. Inflation is triggered by a deceleration sensor, which can be situated in various sites such as the front bumper or engine firewall. Triggering of the sensor activates a pyrotechnic device containing sodium azide that ignites producing a large volume of nitrogen gas, which then inflates the airbag to a volume of about 30 litres (Eurobag design) or about 70 litres (US full size) within 50 msec. The airbag then deflates almost immediately through vents in its lining. The timing of airbag inflation is crucial. If it fires too soon, it will already be deflating when the driver hits it, and will fail to provide any protection. If it fires too late, the driver’s head will have already hit the steering wheel or will impact with the ballooning bag.

The first automobile airbag patent was filed in 1949 and issued in 1953. Since then airbag design and operation has been continually modified and improved. Design alterations have focused on such aspects as constituent materials, optimum bag size, inflation speed, and deployment threshold. However, it is only in the last decade that airbags have entered the UK car fleet in any significant numbers, and the proportion of vehicles equipped with airbags still lags well behind that in North America. Figures from the US show that in 1995 over 70% of US made new cars had airbags installed compared with 7% in 1989. Since 1998 car manufacturers in the US have been obliged to fit dual airbags in all new cars. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), a division of the US Department of Transportation, estimates that between 1986 and October 1999 airbags have saved 4758 lives (4011 drivers and 747 front passengers). This effect has occurred mainly in the last few years.

AIRBAG ASSOCIATED INJURY
With the increasing prevalence of airbags in North America, reports began to appear in the medical literature there in the early 1990s of injuries related to airbag deployment.
different constituents of the airbag, propellant capsule and chemicals, airbag module cover, and the actual bag itself, have all been implicated in different injuries. However, most of the more serious injuries are caused by the act of deployment and are secondary to the shearing forces produced by the “punch-out” of the bag.

The most commonly observed injuries are minor bruises and abrasions, mainly to the face, neck, and upper limbs. These are often referred to as “bag slap” injuries. Some of the first reports were of eye injuries. The eye may be injured by the fully deployed airbag causing corneal abrasions, but more serious injuries such as retinal detachment and orbital blow out fractures can be sustained from an actively deploying airbag. These injuries may be worse if the patient is wearing spectacles. Also, an alkaline chemical keratitis has been reported from the combustion byproducts of the conversion of sodium azide to nitrogen. Superficial burns of the upper extremities, face, and neck are well documented, and full thickness burns can also occur. Temporary hearing impairment and tinnitus have been reported on a number of occasions. Upper limb injuries occur due to the proximity of the forearm to the deploying airbag and are caused either by direct contact with the activated bag, or by flinging the limb into interior car structures. Fractures of the forearm are rare and are usually due to direct impact with the opening of the airbag module cover.

Minor chest injuries and rib fractures have been reported, and more serious thoracic injuries have occurred in comparatively low velocity crashes. These include rupture of the right atrium and aortic dissection. The aerosols generated by airbag deployment have also induced exacerbations of asthma in susceptible individuals.

UNEXPECTED DEATHS

In recent years there have been a number of reports of serious and fatal injuries occurring in low velocity crashes where the forces involved would not normally be expected to cause serious harm. Also, the particular dangers passenger airbags pose to children placed in the front seat have been well documented. The NHTSA Special Crash Investigation Program has identified 146 airbag related deaths to 1 October 1999, including 84 children, 18 of whom were infants in rear-facing infant seats. When infants are restrained in rear-facing child seats in the front passenger seat, the head and neck are close to the airbag housing and traumatic brain injuries occur after a direct blow from the rapidly inflating airbag. Children who are unrestrained or poorly restrained will often sit or stand too close to the airbag when it deploys. Similarly, such children can be thrown forwards toward the airbag in pre-impact braking, and will be in front of the deploying airbag at impact.

Key messages

- Airbags significantly reduce morbidity and mortality for adult drivers and front seat passengers in motor vehicle crashes.
- Airbags can cause serious injury or death if the occupant is too close to the airbag when it deploys.
- The risk of airbag associated injury can be minimised if all drivers wore seat belts and sat at least 10 inches from the airbag housing.
- Children should never travel in the front seat of an airbag equipped vehicle.
- More airbag associated injuries will be seen in the future and greater public awareness on airbag benefits and hazards is required.

Serious and fatal injury attributed to airbags has previously been reported mainly from North American centres. Thus far, few airbag related injuries have been reported from the UK and all have been relatively minor. Apart from the lower prevalence of airbags (which will change), there are a number of other reasons for this. Firstly, in the UK seat belt usage is mandatory and uptake is therefore solely on the protection afforded by the airbag. Secondly, airbags here are somewhat different. European airbags are designed primarily to protect belted drivers from making head and face contact with the steering wheel. Consequently, our airbags are smaller (average volume 30–40 litres) and deploy with much less force than the average US airbag (about 70 litres). The US airbag is designed to protect unbelted occupants, and inflation to 70 litres occurs within the same time frame (about 50 msec)—a much more violent deployment. A final point is that traffic laws have been in place here for some time which prohibit children from travelling unrestrained in the front seat.

When an adult driver or passenger is in an atypical position there is a change in the pattern of deployment of the airbag. Rather than preventing injury, the airbag can cause injury. This occurs primarily when the occupant is in the “deployment zone” of the airbag. Specifically, if the occupant is too near the steering wheel, the lower part of expansion of the airbag is restricted by the chest leading not only to excessive forces being applied to the thorax but also to a greater upward expansion of the bag. This can cause severe head and facial injuries with hyperextension of the neck and cervical spine injury. Reasons for being within the deployment zone include not wearing a seat belt (the commonest cause), sitting too close to the airbag housing (children and adults of short stature), and where deployment has occurred after pre-crash braking (the occupant having already been thrown forward before the airbag was deployed). The occupant could also be within the deployment...
zone if for some reason the airbag should fire late in the crash sequence. Basilar skull fractures as seen in our patient may not be uncommon in this context as illustrated by a recent report from Denmark of two similar cases.22 However, in both of these cases the drivers were unbelted. Our patient was wearing a seat belt, and the exact contribution of individual factors (such as initial seating position and pre-crash braking) that were responsible for placing her too close to the expanding airbag are not certain. All of these cases reinforce the need for emergency physicians to be alert to the possibility of significant head and cervical spine injuries in accidents of apparently moderate impact, particularly if the patient is unconscious.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS Most airbag related adult deaths are preventable if the occupants use seat belts, and keep at least a 10 inch distance between the airbag cover and the front of the chest. The vast majority of drivers (including those of shorter stature) should be able to maintain this distance, and the NHTSA in the US now asks drivers to measure the distance from the sternum to the middle of steering wheel. If this distance is less than 10 inches then the driver can apply to have the bag disconnected or an off-on switch installed. The 10 inch distance is 3 inches for initial activation, 5 inches of seat belt “give”, and an extra 2 inches.

Airbag technology continues to evolve. Future advances include the development of “smart” airbags that will adjust to seat position and passenger weight and height. Dual stage inflation systems (that is an initial reduced charge of propellant fires the airbag only to be augmented milliseconds later if a more severe deceleration is detected), side airbags, and driver feet protection airbags are all being developed.

Conclusions

The reduction in morbidity and mortality since airbags became widely available in new vehicles is well established. This report, the first fatal injury attributed to airbags reported in the UK, highlights the need to be aware of potential hazards associated with their use. Vehicle occupants should always wear seat belts and place children in approved child restraints in the rear of the vehicle. Drivers and passengers, who are unable to maintain the recommended 10 inches from the airbag cover, should consult with vehicle manufacturers over potential solutions including disabling of the airbag mechanism.
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Anaphylaxis and monoamine oxidase inhibitors—the use of adrenaline

M J Fenwick, C L Muwanga

Abstract
A 67 year old woman taking a monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI) presented to the accident and emergency department with an anaphylactic reaction to flucloxacillin. This case highlights the uncertainty regarding the use of adrenaline (epinephrine) in the context of concurrent MAOI use. A summary of the evidence is presented to clarify this. (J Accid Emerg Med 2000;17:143–144)
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Case report
A 67 year old woman presented to the accident and emergency (A&E) department with a history of collapse. She had taken two doses of flucloxacillin for a wound infection prescribed by her general practitioner who was unaware of her previous penicillin allergy. She was also taking phenelzine 15 mg for depression. On initial examination she was flushed and agitated. She had a tachycardia of 120 beats/min, a blood pressure of 200/120 mm Hg, a respiratory rate of 20 breaths/min, and an oxygen saturation of 98% on air. She had a swollen tongue with no stridor. An anaphylactic reaction was diagnosed. The safety and use of adrenaline (epinephrine) was debated in view of the potential drug interaction between monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) and sympathomimetic drugs. She was treated with oxygen and intravenous (IV) hydrocortisone and after two boluses of 0.1 mg IV, her rapidly improved. Intubation was achieved easily after gaseous induction of anaesthesia and she was admitted to the intensive care unit. She was extubated the next day and discharged home four days later with no sequelae.

Discussion
Adrenaline is the treatment of choice in severe anaphylactic reactions, however there is controversy over the use of adrenaline in patients taking MAOIs. Phenelzine is a non-selective irreversible MAOI and is known to have dangerous interactions with certain foodstuffs and drugs. These include hypertensive crises with sympathomimetic drugs and central excitatory syndromes with tyramine containing foods.

MAOIs act by increasing the concentration of noradrenaline in sympathetic nerve endings (fig 1). Sympathomimetic drugs can be subdivided into indirectly acting amines (for example ephedrine, amphetamines) and directly acting amines (for example adrenaline, noradrenaline). The indirect amines cause increased stimulation of sympathetic neurones and should theoretically result in increased noradrenaline release in patients on MAOIs. This is confirmed by laboratory evidence of potentiation of the cardiovascular response to ephedrine and clinical case reports of hypertensive crises. Direct amines act on end organ receptors and should theoretically have no effect on noradrenaline release. However, laboratory evidence is conflicting. Boakes et al showed no potentiation of the cardiovascular response to adrenaline given in a dose of 0.02 mg/min to healthy volunteers treated with therapeutic doses of phenelzine for seven days. Conversely, other studies have shown a three to sevenfold increase in the cardiovascular response to direct amines (using tranylcypromine rather than phenelzine). There is a lack of clinical evidence supporting the presence or absence of potentiation. The confusion in laboratory evidence is reflected in clinical use. The Oxford Textbook of Clinical Pharmacology and Drug Therapy states that adrenaline can cause hypertensive reactions with MAOIs. A recent update on drug interactions with MAOIs by Livingston and Livingston stated that interactions occur with indirectly acting amines but included adrenaline with these, while the British National Formulary lists only indirect amines as

---

Figure 1. Action of direct and indirect amines at sympathetic nerve endings (NA = noradrenaline).
contraindications with MAOIs. Stockley reviews the evidence and concludes that adrenaline should be used with caution with MAOIs.

Conclusion
There is confusion by clinicians as to the safety of adrenaline with MAOIs. It is likely that like us, clinicians are often unaware that it is indirectly acting amines that are usually implicated in hypertensive crises with MAOIs. However, the evidence for the safety of adrenaline in the doses used frequently in clinical situations is lacking. We recommend caution with the use of adrenaline in patients taking MAOIs, but that its use in life threatening situations is not contraindicated.
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Prolonged coma due to cerebral fat embolism: report of two cases
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Abstract
Fat embolism syndrome remains a rare, but potentially life threatening complication of long bone fractures. The true incidence is difficult to assess as many cases remain undiagnosed. Cerebral involvement varies from confusion to encephalopathy with coma and seizures. Clinical symptoms and computed tomography are not always diagnostic, while magnetic resonance imaging is more sensitive in the detection of a suspected brain embolism. Two cases of post-traumatic cerebral fat embolism, manifested by prolonged coma and diffuse cerebral oedema, are presented. The clinical course of the disease as well as the intensive care unit management are discussed.

(J Accid Emerg Med 2000;17:144–146)
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Fat embolism syndrome (FES) remains a rare, but potentially life threatening complication of long bone fractures, characterised by pulmonary insufficiency, neurological dysfunction, fever and petechial rash, usually occurring during the first 48 hours after injury. The true incidence of this syndrome cannot be accurately assessed as many subclinical forms remain unrecognised. It varies from 0.5% to 30% of fractured patients with higher rates in multiply injured patients and presents a mean mortality rate of 10%. Cerebral involvement has been frequently reported and seems to aggravate the prognosis of FES. Clinical manifestations vary widely, from a simple alteration of vigilance (70%–85% of the cases), to seizures and coma. We present two cases of post-traumatic cerebral fat embolism, manifested by prolonged coma and diffuse cerebral oedema.

Case reports
CASE 1
An 18 year old man who sustained an open fracture of the left tibia but no head injury, after a motorbike accident, was admitted to the emergency room of our hospital. Upon admission the patient was alert, oriented, normotensive, and eupnoeic. Neurological examination showed no abnormalities. Two hours later, external fixation of his fracture was performed under general anaesthesia. After complete recovery from anaesthesia he was transferred to the orthopaedic department; he was haemodynamically stable and had a normal respiratory pattern. Twelve hours postoperatively he developed signs of FES including fever (>39°C), tachycardia,
petechiae over the shoulder area, hypoxaemia, oliguria, and thrombocytopenia. Six hours later he was unconscious, responding only to painful stimuli. Neurological examination demonstrated a Glasgow coma score of 5 (eye opening 1, motor response 3, verbal response 1), and a normal reaction of both pupils to light. An immediate endotracheal intubation was performed because of unconsciousness and respiratory insufficiency. The patient was transferred to the intensive care unit (ICU) and mechanical ventilation initiated. Chest radiography on ICU admission demonstrated diffuse pulmonary infiltrates. Cerebral computed tomography, performed shortly after admission, revealed diffuse brain oedema. Antioedema treatment was instituted, and mild hypocapnia was induced. Retinal examination performed on day 2 demonstrated characteristic cottonwool spots across the vascular beds, which are indicative of fat embolism. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), performed on day 3 showed multiple areas of increased intensity in the cerebral white matter, which confirmed the diagnosis of cerebral fat embolism. The patient remained under mechanical ventilation, general supportive care in the ICU, and regular neurosurgical evaluation. High doses of methylprednisolone (30 mg/kg/8 hours intravenously) were administered for three doses, followed by prednisolone 50 mg/day, intravenously, tapering off after one week. A tracheostomy was performed and mechanical ventilation continued for 22 days. Thereafter, he was breathing spontaneously through the tracheostomy. One month after initial admission he started opening his eyes to intense stimuli, and computed tomography showed resolution of cerebral oedema. The tracheostomy tube was removed on the 35th day of hospitalisation, by which time he had a progressive resumption of consciousness and improving responsiveness to external stimuli. He was in the ICU for six weeks, and his entire hospital stay after the accident was two months. He was discharged from the hospital without any neurological sequelae. MRI performed before discharge detected no abnormalities.

CASE 2
A 20 year old man sustained bilateral closed tibia fractures and abdominal trauma after a traffic accident. Upon his admission to the emergency room no signs of craniocerebral injury were present. Neurosurgical examination detected no neurological abnormalities, with a Glasgow coma score of 15. Blood pressure was 140/90 mm Hg and heart rate 120 beats/min. As indicated by intrapertoneal lavage, an urgent laparotomy was performed, which showed rupture of the mesentery. Limited small intestine resection and enterointerostomies were performed. At the same time the patient underwent closed reduction and cast immobilisation of his fractures. After surgical intervention and complete recovery from anaesthesia, the patient was transferred extubated to the ICU. Six hours after admission the patient had a fever (39°C), became cyanotic, comatose, and had seizures. His Glasgow coma score was 4 (eye opening 1, motor response 2, verbal response 1), while pupils were equal in size and reactive to light. He was immediately intubated and mechanically ventilated. In addition, signs of systemic fat embolism, such as tachycardia, conjunctival petechiae, hypoxaemia, and diffuse pulmonary infiltrates on chest radiography, were present. Laboratory analysis revealed thrombocytopenia and anaemia. Arterial blood gas analysis showed a partial oxygen tension of 7.73 kPa (58 mm Hg) and partial carbon dioxide tension of 4.27 kPa (32 mm Hg).

On day 2, computed tomography of the brain showed diffuse cerebral oedema, without any change in neurological status. He remained under mechanical ventilation for 15 days, receiving the same treatment as case 1. MRI was performed on day 5, which showed diffuse high intensity lesions in the subcortical and periventricular white matter. During his stay at the ICU he suffered two episodes of nosocomial pneumonia. Serial blood culture and protected brush specimen cultures were obtained. Pseudomonas aeruginosa was isolated from bronchoalveolar lavage fluid and an appropriate antibiotic treatment was given, according to sensitivity. He was extubated on day 15 and was transferred to the neurosurgical department five days later with moderate disorientation. MRI of the brain on day 25 demonstrated a substantial resolution of the previous hyperintense lesions. He was finally discharged from the hospital 35 days after the accident without any neurological deficit.

Discussion
FES with fat droplets larger than 8 µm in diameter occurs in more than the 90% of patients with long bone fractures. This syndrome denotes clinical or subclinical respiratory insufficiency, and usually runs a mild course and responds well to measures for ventilatory support. In our patients the diagnosis was established by Gurd’s criteria, the characteristic fat globules on retinal examination, and the findings on brain computed tomography and MRI. There are two theories explaining the pathogenesis of FES. According to the “mechanical” theory, free fat particles from the bone marrow enter torn vein sinusioids at the site of the fracture and embolise the pulmonary arterioles. The “chemical” theory suggests that fat emboli arise from plasma fat when, through some type of systemic stimulus associated with trauma and other medical conditions, chylomicrons coalesce and fuse to form larger fat globules. Victims of the fulminant form of the syndrome on postmortem examination present occlusion of small blood vessels by fat emboli with areas of brain microinfarction and haemorrhage. Due to cerebral fat emboli, the brain often appears oedematous and shows an inflammatory reaction while the numerous petechiae can cover the surface of the brain. Endothelial damage results from toxic free fat and capillary obstruction by fat globules.
with associated platelet aggregation, release of vasoactive substances, and development of coagulopathy.9 The presence or the reopening of a patent foramen ovale and a right to left shunt due to pulmonary hypertension is associated with an increased risk for systemic manifestations of FES.10 However, several studies have failed to demonstrate any intracardiac shunts in patients suffering from this syndrome.11–12 Published studies remain undecided whether a patent foramen ovale or other intracardiac defects are prerequisites for the development of cerebral symptoms.

Our patients are characteristic cases of cerebral fat embolism, which was followed by a severe course of disease in the ICU. They responded to conventional treatment and administration of corticosteroids. Among several pharmacological treatments, only steroids have proved to be beneficial in the prophylaxis and treatment of FES, both in high and low doses.12–14 The mode of action has not been elucidated, but seems to be related to their anti-inflammatory and antiadhesive effects.

The long stay in the ICU was due to the increased intracranial pressure, following cerebral oedema. These cases suggest that cerebral oedema plays a major part in the neurological deterioration in the fulminant type of FES and that cerebral computed tomography is indicated in such patients.15 Computed tomography is also useful in excluding traumatic cerebral involvement in multiple trauma patients presenting with deterioration in their mental state, but is not specific for the diagnosis of cerebral fat embolism.16 MRI is a better diagnostic tool for the confirmation of brain embolism, as it is more sensitive in the detection of degenerative and vascular injuries and non-haemorrhagic contusion. In addition, it seems to correlate well with the clinical neurological course.17–18

The patients described above, despite the initial severe neurological syndrome and prolonged coma, had complete cerebral recovery. Several studies report that cerebral dysfunction associated with FES appears to be reversible in the majority of the cases, so physicians should not give up hope even in the most severe forms of the syndrome.9 10 11 12 It is likely that fat emboli of very small diameter cause reversible ischaemia and transient perivascular oedema, allowing recovery from cerebral dysfunction.17 Cerebral fat embolism should always be suspected when severe neurological dysfunction appears in a patient with long bone fractures, in the absence of an initial major head injury. Although the diagnosis may be straightforward in patients with isolated long bone fractures, it may be difficult in the multiple trauma patient with head injury or under sedation. In addition, hypoxia may be associated with pulmonary contusion and infection and pectechiae may occur after blood transfusion.

Many authors have suggested that early open reduction and surgical stabilisation of long bone fractures may reduce the incidence of FES.19 Repeated manipulation of the fractured fragments may further stimulate the release of bone marrow fat into the circulation.10 Similarly, the type of surgical fixation seems to influence the incidence of fat embolisation. External fixation and plate osteosynthesis have several advantages compared with intramedullary nailing techniques, which further increase intramedullary pressure and promote fat emboli release.10 20 However, the syndrome is frequently observed despite prompt surgical intervention. As pathophysiology of the syndrome still remains obscure, attention should be paid to prevention and early recognition of this entity. Optimal immobilisation, adequate fluid and blood replacement, meticulous monitoring, and use of steroids are principles commonly accepted in current treatment.7 10
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Air rifle injury to the oropharynx. The essential role of computed tomography in deciding on surgical exploration

T Hung, P Huchzermeyer, A E Hinton

Abstract
Gunshot wounds specific to the oropharynx are extremely rare with no reported cases of such injury in the world literature. The importance of such cases rests on the use of modern imaging techniques including computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and vascular imaging in the making of management decisions and particularly in deciding the need for exploration of such an injury. In our case a conservative approach was adopted in view of the computed tomography finding and the stable clinical condition of the patient.
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Gunshot injuries and fatalities are common in the United States where the firearm regulations are more lenient than those of the UK. However there has been a surge of gunshot incidents in the UK in recent years when increasing violence in the media and the deinstitutionalisation of mental patients were contributory factors. Air rifles may be possessed without a certificate in the UK if they are not of type declared dangerous by the Firearms Rules 1969. An air rifle should discharge a pellet with a kinetic energy below 16.3 J (12 ft lb). Above these levels the weapon is classified as a firearm under section 1 of the Firearm Act 1968. Air rifle injuries can range from trivial to fatal depending on the site of injury and the vascular damage. The majority of entry wounds reported in the literature are external. We report the first case in which our patient has an intraoral entry wound. The use of emergency computed tomography was essential in the localisation of the pellet and the formulation of a management plan.

Case report
A 22 year old man claimed to have accidentally triggered his air rifle, which was aiming at his open mouth. He sustained a gunshot wound to his oropharynx. There was a minimal amount of bleeding from his oral cavity. He did not complain of any breathing difficulty. He complained only of discomfort of the left side of his throat and neck.

He looked remarkably calm on arrival at the accident and emergency department. There was no stertor or stridor. His cardiovascular status was stable. His oxygen saturation was 99% on air throughout the admission. There was minimal swelling and tenderness of the left upper anterior triangle of his neck. Surgical emphysema was not elicited. A 1 cm entry wound was noted at the middle portion of the anterior faucial pillar. Flexible pharyngoscopy revealed a bloodstained tongue base but no active haemorrhage. The airway was completely patent.

The soft tissue neck radiograph showed a radio-opaque pellet just anterior to the base of the odontoid peg (figs 1 and 2). The emergency computed tomogram of the neck showed the metallic pellet lying in the prevertebral soft tissues anterior to the transverse process of the second cervical vertebra (fig 3). The pellet was found to lie within 1 cm of and medial to the left internal carotid artery.

The patient was treated with intravenous cefotaxime and metronidazole prophylactically. Oral intake was started after 24 hours of close observation. He was discharged on the third day in view of satisfactory aerodigestive function. The decision was made against retrieval of the pellet by surgical exploration as the procedure could be more hazardous than the risks of leaving the pellet undisturbed. The patient was reviewed after two months without
any sequelae. As the pellet was thought to be an iron alloy, he was warned against entering any strong electromagnetic field including magnetic resonance scanning. He will be treated expectantly if complications arise.

Discussion
It is estimated that one person each year dies from an air powered weapon injury in the UK. Fatalities and injuries are most commonly accidents, but deliberately inflicted injuries do occur. Airguns are dangerous weapons when inappropriately handled and should not be considered as toys. Basic ballistics verifies that a projectile’s potential to disrupt tissue is determined by both its mass and its velocity. Modern day pneumatic rifles allow the generation of muzzle velocities of up to 350 feet per second. Speeds of 150 feet per second and 200 feet per second are required for skin penetration and bone penetration, respectively. A pressure wave follows the projectile with the creation of a “temporary cavity” which could have a significant wounding mechanism. Inelastic tissues such as liver are far more susceptible to disruption by the temporary cavity than are more flexible body tissue such as muscle, bowel wall, and lung. Nichols and Sens used cytological technique to analyse direct ballistic trauma in several tissue type, most notably in muscular tissue. Progressive damage to skeletal and cardiac muscle was seen in multiple preparations. This ranged from partial separation of the fascicles to cytoplasmic homogenization and nuclear rupture.

Most of the world literature described external gunshot wounds of the head, chest, abdomen, and the extremities. Only two bizarre and fatal cases of gunshot injuries involving the human orifices were reported, namely intrarectal and intranasal routes. Both patients described had past psychiatric history. Our patient is the first case recorded with gunshot injury via an intrarectal route and he denied such a past psychiatric history.

The first priority in the management of gunshot injury to the head and neck region should always be the securing of the airway, breathing, and circulation. There is little disagreement in the literature about how to treat penetrating projectile wounds of the chest and abdomen or those that disrupt major blood vessels or bone. Ironically, most of the dispute concerns treatment of the least lethal injuries and how to manage the soft tissue disruption.

Pathology of the oropharynx, unlike their external counterpart is notoriously difficult to visualise in the emergency situation. Systemic signs are only a rough guide to the progression of complications. Acute radiological evaluation of gunshot wounds has been established in other organs. Imaging is most important in the definitive management of gunshot injuries to the head and neck. The soft tissue neck radiograph is only a rough guide to the anatomical position of the pellet. It reveals insufficient details of the soft tissue anatomy. Computed tomography allows much more accurate localisation of the pellet in respect to the important anatomical structures. In fact Milroy et al had successfully located both the pellet and the fragments using computed tomography. Contrast enhancement allows relatively precise localisation of the pellet in respect of the main blood vessels, the left internal carotid artery in our case. The use of emergency computed tomography was essential as it gave us reassurance of the integrity of the vasculature and it allowed us to adopt a conservative management approach in this emergency scenario.

The decision of non-retrieval of the pellet on a definitive basis was an exercise of risk management. Surgical access of the oropharynx will require the commando approach when mandiblectomy is performed. This procedure has a very high morbidity.
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A useful form of glue ear

J R Benger, P H Davies

Abstract
Children and adults commonly present to the emergency department with a foreign body lodged in the ear. Over the past 15 years techniques for cyanoacrylate (“superglue”) assisted foreign body removal have been described, but are not widely employed. Two cases of successful and one of unsuccessful removal using this technique are reported, and some advice is offered to aid others.
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Foreign body within the ear is a common problem presenting to emergency departments. Most patients are inquisitive children in the 2 to 8 age group, but adults can also present in this way. Patients are more commonly male and of low socioeconomic status.

During a recent 12 month period 74 patients (representing approximately one in 500 new attendances) presented to our emergency department with a foreign body lodged in the ear. Of these 30 (41%) were adults and 44 (59%) children. This rate is rather more than that of one in 1792 new patient registrations (59%) children. This rate is rather more than that of one in 1792 new patient registrations reported from the John Hopkins emergency department in 1987.

Many different techniques have been advocated for the removal of foreign bodies lodged in the ear, though very few of these have been formally assessed in any scientific way, relying more on anecdote and experience.

We report two cases of successful and one of unsuccessful removal of a foreign body from the external auditory canal using cyanoacrylate “superglue”, and make some further observations based upon our experiences.

Technique for removal
In the following cases we used a blunt plastic stick, such as that contained in a “cotton bud”. The cotton wool was removed and a small amount of cyanoacrylate glue applied. This was then introduced into the ear under direct vision until the foreign body was contacted. A drying time of 30 to 60 seconds was allowed, after which the foreign body was extracted with a smooth, pulling motion.

Case reports

CASE 1
A general practitioner referred a 60 year old woman with an asymptomatic foreign body in her ear. Removal was initially attempted with forceps, but the patient found this too painful. Instead the foreign body was removed easily using cyanoacrylate glue.

CASE 2
A 17 year old woman placed a plastic pearl in her right ear and was unable to remove it. In the emergency department the pearl was easily visualised and removed using cyanoacrylate glue (see fig 1).

CASE 3
A 4 year old girl pushed a plastic bead into her ear. The bead was visualised deep within the ear canal, but several attempts at removal using cyanoacrylate glue failed due to a lack of patient cooperation and the plastic stick becoming detached from the bead. The patient was referred for removal under general anaesthesia.

Discussion
The first reported use of glue to remove a foreign body from the ear was published in 1977. This described two successful cases in which a general purpose adhesive was applied to the end of a flexible plastic rod. Three subsequent reports using cyanoacrylate glue have been published, the earliest in 1984. In 1989 Pride and Schwab claimed the first reported use of cyanoacrylate glue for the successful removal of a foreign body from the ear, and suggested that a larger series would be helpful. Four years later Hanson and Stephens successfully applied this technique to the nose and ear of a 3 year old girl and 14 year old boy respectively, but beyond this no further information or evaluation has been published.

Although it is clear that cyanoacrylate extraction of foreign bodies can be highly successful, the efficacy of this technique in relation to the many others available remains uncertain. It is likely to be most useful in extracting hard, spherical objects such as those described above. These are difficult to remove with forceps, but may be amenable to extraction using a Fogarty biliary catheter or suction device, and as a result the role and value of cyanoacrylate techniques remains unclear.

Above all, these cases illustrate the requirement for a cooperative patient, good light, direct vision, and manual dexterity. Although Thompson and Hanson and Stephens both report success with children, we are doubtful whether many youngsters are capable of staying still for the time it takes the glue to dry, and would suggest that in the absence of sedation this technique may prove most applicable to adults.

Conclusion
Removal of foreign bodies from the ear using cyanoacrylate glue is more useful in adults than children as a high degree of cooperation is required. There is considerable scope for further research into this particular removal technique.
technique, and for a formal comparison of the various extraction methods currently in use.
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